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Abstract
This paper presents an aging-aware model predictive control (MPC) approach for operation of sustainable buildings with on-site photovoltaic (PV)
and battery systems. On-site batteries can be used to collect excess PV power
during low demand hours and to discharge when PV generation is not enough
to meet loads. To further increase the value of the PV-battery assets, batteries
can be proactively charged/discharged to shed peak demands for utility cost
reduction. The battery life span is highly dependent on the operation strategy
and aggressive charge/discharge actions lead to faster battery capacity degradation and higher overall operation cost due to more frequent replacement. The
control strategy developed in this study incorporates a convex battery capacity
loss model, derived from a physically-based degradation model, to capture the
battery aging cost in the control optimization. The degradation model used in
the control optimization consists of a set of convex and piece-wise linear submodels to approximate the battery degradation effect at different time instances.
A convex MPC problem is solved in the proposed control strategy to seek the
optimal balance between the building utility cost and the battery life-cycle cost.
Whole month simulation tests were carried out for a typical office building with
on-site PV and battery assets. To quantify the benefits of the proposed control
approach, three baseline strategies were also simulated that represent the best
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current practices. Test results showed that conventional battery control strategies seeking minimum utility cost could double the battery degradation rate and
lead to a significant increase in the battery life-cycle cost. The proposed strategy could foresee the tradeoff between the utility cost and battery aging cost
and make decisions accordingly. It was demonstrated that the proposed control
solution could reduce the utility cost by 9% with moderate battery degradation
increase, leading to overall building operation cost reduction up to 4%.

1. Introduction
On-site photovoltaic (PV) systems are getting popular in residential and
commercial buildings due to the reduced cost of PV panels in recent years.
On May 9, 2018, the California Energy Commission adopted standards that
mandate PV systems in new houses built after Jan. 1, 2020 [1]. The new regulation is expected to spur even faster growth in PV installation in the California
market. To alleviate the mismatch between PV generation and building electrical demands, PV panels are often installed with batteries that are used to
collect excess PV power when the building electrical demand is moderate. For
the markets that allow trade-in of redundant PV power, integration of battery
storage can help guarantee maximal PV self-consumption and reduce the stress
of distributed renewable resources on the power grid [2]. The behind-the-meter
PV-battery systems have been recognized as an important step towards net-zero
buildings.
PV represents a passive sustainable technology and has limited control freedom. Battery storage, however, can be operated for different purposes, e.g.,
to provide uninterruptible power supplies, demand response and power grid
ancillary services [3, 4]. Optimal energy management of PV-battery systems
for residential and commercial buildings have been studied extensively [5–10].
For example, ref. [6] presented a model predictive control (MPC) strategy to
simultaneously shift the thermal (via building precooling) and electrical (via
battery charge/discharge) loads for utility cost minimization for on-site PV and
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battery systems in a commercial building. Significant economic benefits were
demonstrated with the integration of PV-battery systems and with the proposed
control strategy. Ref. [7] presented a particle-swarm optimization-based energy
management strategy for a building cluster with distributed energy generation
and energy storage. The optimized energy flow among the various end users
and resources resulted in up to 58% electricity cost savings. Hoff et al. [9]
demonstrated that the addition of battery storage for local load control and
emergency load protection could significantly increase the value of distributed
PV to the customers. The assessment results also showed that the financial
benefits from emergency power protection could far exceed the benefits of pure
demand control.
Battery performance degrades at different rates with different charging and
discharging strategies. The battery aging effect and aging-aware control strategies have been heavily investigated for electric vehicles (EV) or hybrid electric
vehicles (HEV), because the battery replacement cost is high and the battery
degradation has significant impact on the performance (i.e. pure electric range,
gradability etc.) and total cost of ownership of the vehicle. Refs. [11, 12]
presented HEV optimal control strategies based on the Pontryagins minimum
principle to simultaneously minimize the fuel consumption and wear of the battery. In [13], the authors proposed a stochastic dynamic-programming-based
energy management strategy for a power split plug-in HEV with consideration of battery health. These studies demonstrated the benefits of aging-aware
control strategies in extending the battery life with negligible penalty on fuel
economy.
Aging-aware battery control solutions for stationary applications, such as in
building and PV systems, are critical to achieve the maximum value of the PVbattery assets while protecting the battery from overuse. A few papers can be
found in the literature that studied the battery degradation effect in the building and PV energy management systems. For example, ref. [14] described a
dynamic programming-based control approach for a grid connected PV-battery
system that explicitly considered the balance between the utility cost and bat3

tery degradation cost. Ref. [15] formulated a multi-objective optimization problem for improving battery life span, maximizing PV self-consumption and minimizing operation cost. A simplified calendar aging model was used to capture
the capacity loss rate at different state of charge (SOC). Jin et al. [16] applied
a similar multi-objective control approach in the development of a home energy
management tool, termed Foresee, which integrates smart scheduling algorithms
for various smart home devices such as batteries, PV and electric vehicles. The
control objective considered CO2 emission reduction in addition to the metrics
used in [15]. However, the battery aging model was over-simplified and only
considered the total energy throughput as the influencing input. The authors in
[17] proposed an optimal battery sizing strategy for PV-battery assets that identifies the balancing point between the economic benefit and the life-cycle cost
of the storage. A battery life-time model was utilized to capture both cycling
and calendar aging effects. But simple rule-based battery charging/discharging
strategies were used. Sun et al. [18] developed a MPC strategy for optimal
energy management of residential buildings with on-site PV and second-life
lithium-ion batteries. The involved control cost function was a weighted sum of
the utility cost, CO2 emission and battery capacity loss. Ref. [19] presented a
MPC solution for co-scheduling of building-PV-battery systems that considers
the building thermal dynamics in the control problem. The control objective
was to minimize the electricity cost under time-of-use (TOU) rates and demand
charges, and a penalty was added when the battery SOC drops below a given
threshold to avoid battery overuse.
For ease of control implementation, all of the aforementioned studies adopted
over-simplified battery degradation models and the aging effects were not well
captured. Due to the model simplifications, most of the problems considered
in previous studies could be easily handled with off-the-shelf control solvers.
Besides, none of the work took advantage of load side management to achieve
the full potential of PV-battery assets employed in buildings. Thermal storage inherent in building construction offers additional load shifting capabilities
with little or no aging issues, and neglecting it could result in sub-optimal con4

trol performance. This paper presents a model-based control strategy to find
the most economic control solution that balances the building utility cost and
battery life-cycle cost for behind-the-meter PV-battery assets in buildings. A
physically-based battery degradation model is used to capture the battery capacity loss for given control actions and elapsed battery life time. The model is
nonlinear, nonconvex and thus not suitable to be used directly for control optimization. To make the control problem more tractable, convex and piece-wise
linear surrogate models are derived based on offline simulation results generated
with the original degradation model. Because the battery capacity loss rate is
dependent on the total elapsed life time due to the calendar aging effect, a series
of surrogate models are pre-developed for the different decision time instances.
The proposed predictive control strategy pulls the corresponding surrogate models for the look-ahead horizon to capture the time dependent aging effect. By
incorporating heuristics derived from optimal behaviors, a convex model MPC
problem is formulated that seeks to minimize the sum of utility cost and battery life-cycle cost under TOU utility tariffs with demand charges. The proposed
strategy was tested in a simulation-based case study that involves a commercial building with an on-site PV-battery system. To evaluate the benefits of
the proposed aging-aware control solution, three baseline control strategies that
represent the best current practices were also simulated. The major novelties
in the proposed control strategy are:
• The control model for battery aging is convexified based on a physicallybased model, which captures the various physical aging behaviors while
preserving computational tractability;
• Optimal heuristics and model pre-conditioning are incorporated, resulting
in a convex control problem with guaranteed robustness and reliability in
the control solutions;
• Both thermal and electrical load shifting are considered in the control
optimization;
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• The most economic control solution is sought with an optimal balance
between the utility cost and battery life-cycle cost.
This paper starts with a brief introduction of the control problem of concern
in Section 2. Section 3 describes the detailed component models that are used
for control design and simulation validations. In Section 4, the proposed MPC
strategy is given along with three baseline control strategies. Detailed simulation
results and discussions are included in Section 5.
2. Case Study Description
Fig. 1 gives the component layout of the building-PV-battery system considered in this study. An air-cooled chiller is assumed to provide cooling to the
target building and a gas furnace is used for space heating. There is an electricity bus to power the central cooling plant and also to satisfy the other electrical
uses in the building. The power bus can take electricity from PV generation,
battery discharge, electricity purchase from the power grid or any combination
of the three. The on-site battery can be charged with electricity purchased from
the power grid or generated by PV panels. PV power sell-back is not considered
in this study but the proposed approach can be used directly for cases with
grid-connected PV systems. The building subscribes to TOU electricity tariffs
with demand charges (detailed rates are given in Section 5). The control goal is
to find the most economic control solution for the entire system with a minimum
operation cost (utility cost plus battery life-cycle cost).
3. Component Models
In this section, detailed component models are introduced. It may be noted
that the described models are utilized for both control implementation and
plant simulation (except for the battery degradation model), because the key
component models, such as the building and chiller models, were developed previously based on either field measurements or manufacturer performance data
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Figure 1: System layout.

and high-fidelity simulation models are not suitable to use without careful calibration. The simulated results provide the maximum savings potential. In the
following formulations, the underlined variables highlight boundary conditions
for the optimization problem that are known ahead of time.
3.1. Building Model
A simplified thermal network model was developed to capture the responses
of building indoor temperatures given heating/cooling rates provided by the
heating, ventilation and air-conditioning (HVAC) systems. The considered case
study building is an office at the Purdue Center for High Performance Buildings
and the model was calibrated with actual field measurements. The thermal
network is depicted in Fig. 2 and it has two main wall branches: the floor branch
(Flr) that represents most of the thermal storage in the building construction;
the external wall (Ext) that bridges the indoor space to the ambient (Tamb ).
The radiative internal heat gain (Qgain,rad ) and transmitted solar radiation
(Qsol,trans ) are applied to the floor interior node. Half of the radiative heat gain
is assumed to be absorbed by the interior node of the external wall. The sensible
heating/cooling delivered by HVAC equipment (Qz ) and the convective internal
heat gain (Qgain,conv ) are applied to the air node directly. The office has a
south-facing double-facade and a facade branch is used to capture the dynamics
of the facade cavity temperature (Tf ac,space ). The double-facade element is
7

not negligible for the overall building thermal dynamic behavior because the
cavity temperature has a large variation due to the green-house effect: the
temperature could be very high in the daytime for sunny days and during night
time the temperature could drop significantly if it is cold outside. The model
was trained using three-week measured data and was validated with a different
data set. Fig. 3 shows example validation results for the sensible load prediction.
The estimated parameter values and other details can be found in [20] and the
obtained model is formulated under a discrete-time state-space representation:
x[i + 1] = Ax[i] + Bw w[i] + Bu Qz [i]
y[i] = Cx[i] = xz [i]

(1)
(2)

where x is the state vector containing all the nodal temperatures in a building
thermal network; w contains all disturbance inputs including weather conditions
and internal heat gains from occupants and electrical appliances; y or xz is the
zone air temperature.

Figure 2: Building envelope thermal network.

In addition to HVAC power consumption, other building electricity uses
attributed to supply fans, lighting, computers and other electrical appliances,
should also be accounted for in the optimal operation since demand is charged
based on the total building power. The non-HVAC power is assumed to be
non-controllable and a representative diurnal profile for the non-HVAC power
8

Figure 3: Building envelope model validation results.

was obtained by averaging the sub-metered loads for a whole month (see [21] for
details). The same profile is applied for each day within the simulation tests.
3.2. PV Generation
In this study, GridLAB-D [22], a power distribution system simulation tool,
is used to provide PV power generation using the internal PV power model
and based on typical meteorological year weather data for Indianapolis, IN.
Generated solar power can be directly used to meet building electrical demands.
Excess PV power can be stored in a battery that can be used at a later time.
In this study, it is assumed that the excess PV power that cannot be used, or
stored, cannot be sold back to the grid, so when the on-site battery is fully
charged and there is no other electrical demand, the surplus PV power will be
wasted. This assumption is to ensure 100% self-consumption of PV power.
3.3. Chiller
An air-cooled chiller model was developed based on manufacturer performance data (see [21] for details). The sensible cooling rate provided by the
chiller is
Qz = LR · Caprate (Toa )
where LR is the ratio of the building cooling load to the chiller total cooling
capacity (Caprate ). Only the sensible building loads are considered in this study
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because the simulation carried out in the case study involves dry weather conditions. The chiller cooling capacity, Caprate , varies with outdoor temperature
Toa . For each ambient temperature, the cooling power (chiller and chilled water
pump power) can be calculated with a 4th order convex polynomial correlation
(see [21]):
P owch = Powch LR, Toa



3.4. Battery SOC
The battery SOC variation can be captured with the following model:
SOC[i + 1] = SOC[i] +

Ic [i] · ∆t Id [i] · ∆t
−
Qbat,I
Qbat,I

where SOC is the battery state of charge, Ic and Id are the charging and
discharging currents, Qbat,I is the battery capacity (Amp-hr) and ∆t is the
time step. Letting V be the terminal voltage, the charging and discharging
power will be Pc = Ic · V and Pd = Id · V , and the battery energy capacity is
Qbat = Qbat,I · V . The battery SOC model can be reformulated as:
SOC[i + 1] = SOC[i] +

Pc [i] · ∆t Pd [i] · ∆t
−
Qbat
Qbat

SOCmin ≤ SOC[i + 1] ≤ SOCmax

(3)
(4)

0 ≤ Pc [i] ≤ Pc,max

(5)

0 ≤ Pd [i] ≤ Pd,max

(6)

where Pc,max /Pd,max is the maximum charge/discharge rate, SOCmin and SOCmax
are the minimum and maximum SOC levels. In the case study, a 3kWh battery is used and its maximum C-rate is assumed to be 0.5 for both charging
and discharging, i.e., Pc,max = Pd,max = 1.5kW. A 25% minimum SOC and
a maximum SOC of 95% are imposed to ensure stable output voltage and to
reduce battery efficiency losses. Previous experimental results have shown that
the voltage variation is lower than 1% within the considered SOC range. Thus,
V is assumed to be constant. The battery capacity degrades slowly, so it is assumed that Qbat is constant within each optimization horizon. Battery charging
10

(ηc ) and discharging (ηd ) efficiencies account for losses occurring in the battery
internal circuit and external electronic devices such as inverters and converters.
Both ηc and ηd assume a constant value of 0.9 in the case study and are considered explicitly in the problem formulation in (18). It is assumed that the battery
cannot be charged and discharged simultaneously. This can be guaranteed with
appropriate model treatment as discussed in Section 3.5.
3.5. Battery Life Cycle Degradation
A physics-based reduced-order battery degradation model [23, 24] was developed for battery cells with lithium ion phosphate cathode and graphite anode,
to predict the battery capacity loss during operation. Each cell has lower and
higher cut off voltages of 2.5V and 3.6V, respectively, and a nominal cell capacity of 2.3 Ah. The battery pack consists of multiple cells connected in parallel
and series to provide the nominal voltage and current required by the electrical
appliances. This model has been validated across a wide range of operating
conditions. The i-th time step capacity losses (in percentage) due to the solid
electrolyte interface (SEI) layer growth and the active material (AM) loss are
calculated with
Z


kSEI exp −

ti+1

−

QSEI [i] =
ti
Z ti+1

QAM [i] =

√
2(1 + λθ) t

kAM exp(
ti

ESEI
RT


dt

−EAM
) · SOC[i] · |Id [i] − Ic [i]|dt
RT

(7)
(8)

where kSEI , ESEI , λ, kAM and EAM are model parameters whose values are
given in [23]. T is the cell temperature, which is assumed to be 25◦ C in the case
study. R is the ideal gas constant. θ is a function of SOC and current and the
detailed functional form is given in [23]. A square root of time t exists in the
integrand in (7) and the SEI capacity loss rate decreases with time, because as
the SEI layer grows thicker, the electrolyte diffusion through the SEI film to the
graphite surface is limited and the side reactions are slowed down ([25]). SEI
loss captures the calendar aging effect. Eq. (8) calculates the AM capacity loss,
and it can be seen that higher SOC and/or higher current magnitude results in
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higher AM capacity loss. That is because the active material undergoes volume
and structural changes during current cycling and the mechanical stress leads to
structural damage and gradual isolation of the active material. Higher current
makes active material isolation worse. When active material isolation occurs,
higher SOC leads to higher lithium ions loss as more lithium ions could be
stored in the active material. It needs to be noted that the AM capacity loss
is not dependent on the battery elapsed life time. The total capacity loss Qloss
(in percentage) is
Qloss = QSEI + QAM

(9)

Fig. 4 gives the variations of the SEI and AM capacity losses and Fig.
5 shows the total capacity loss at different SOC and charge/discharge power
for a 500-hr battery run time (battery run time is defined as the total elapsed
life time since a battery is manufactured). The AM capacity loss increases
monotonically with higher SOC and charge or discharge power. Since it is not
dependent on the battery elapsed life time, the QAM variation pattern is time
invariant. The SEI capacity loss has a positive correlation with the SOC and
it decreases monotonically with the net discharge power Pd − Pc . As shown in
(7), the SEI capacity loss rate is inversely dependent on the battery run time.
For a relatively new battery, the SEI capacity loss rate could be dominant and
as a consequence, the total capacity loss could be slower with greater discharge
power (see Fig. 5). This finding is counterintuitive but is consistent with results
presented in previous studies ([25, 26]). For used batteries, the SEI capacity loss
contribution becomes smaller and the total capacity loss exhibits a valley shape:
the capacity loss is faster with high charge or discharge power (see left subplot
of Fig. 7 for the 4300-hr battery run time results).
The battery degradation model takes SOC, charge/discharge power and
the elapsed life time as inputs and calculates the percent capacity drop. The
degradation model is nonlinear and non-convex. For computational robustness
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Figure 4: SEI and AM capacity losses at 500-hr of battery run time.

Figure 5: Total battery capacity loss at 500-hr of battery run time.

and efficiency, convex and piece-wise linear fits were obtained for each time step:
Qloss,c = CLSi (SOC[i], Pc [i])
= a[i] · SOC[i] + bc [i] · Pc [i] + c[i]

(10)

Qloss,d = DLSi (SOC[i], Pd [i])
= a[i] · SOC[i] + bd [i] · Pd [i] + c[i]

(11)

where Qloss,c and Qloss,d represent losses associated with the charging and discharging processes, respectively. The same SOC coefficient (a) and affine term
(c) are used for charging and discharging to ensure continuous transition when
the mode changes. Different coefficient values are used for different time steps
to capture the variation of capacity loss rate at different battery life time, and
that is why the coefficients in (10) and (11) are time indexed. Note that the
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two sub-models in (10) and (11) can be combined and reformulated as
Qloss = a · SOC + bc · Pc + bd · Pd + c

(12)

if Pc and Pd are not simultaneously nonzero, i.e., the battery is not charged and
discharged at the same time instance. This can be guaranteed when bd + bc > 0
from the following theorem:
Theorem 3.1. For a given net charge/discharge power C := Pc − Pd and if
bd + bc > 0, the capacity loss Qloss in (12) attains its minimum at the boundary
point with either Pd or Pc equal to zero.
Proof. It is assumed there is a net charge power, i.e., C ≥ 0. Then
Qloss = a · SOC + bc · (C + Pd ) + bd · Pd + c
= a · SOC + bc C + (bc + bd ) · Pd + c
and it attains the minimum when Pd = 0 since bc + bd > 0. It can be proved in
a similar manner that when there is a net discharge power, i.e., C ≤ 0, Qloss is
minimized when Pc = 0.
Fig. 6 illustrates the optimal battery control actions for a given net charge
power C. If bc + bd < 0, the operating point that gives the minimum capacity
loss occurs at Pc = Pc,max and Pd = Pc,max − C, which violates the assumption
that the battery cannot be charged and discharged simultaneously.
An alternative formulation for (12) is

Qloss = max CLSi (SOC, Pc − Pd ), DLSi (SOC, Pd − Pc )

(13)

which takes the net charge/discharge power as the input while still remaining
a convex form. The condition bc + bd > 0 is still needed to make sure (13) is
valid; if bc + bd < 0, the min operator should be used in (13) which would make
the capacity loss model non-convex (see [27]). The model formulation given in
(12) does not inherently prevent simultaneous charging and discharging. But
this constraint can be enforced by incorporating the energy efficiency losses in
the charging and discharging processes, as shown in (18).
Upfront analysis was performed to generate capacity loss data using the
original degradation model for a range of SOC-charge/discharge power combinations and for each hour of battery run time. The coefficient values within
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Figure 6: Optimal battery operating point for a given net charge/discharge.

(10) and (11) were then estimated with the generated degradation results. The
estimation problem is
min

{a,bc ,bd ,c}

s.t.

2

ka · SOC + bc · Pc + bd · Pd + c − Qloss k2
bd > −bc

where the bold variables represent the vectors of the corresponding variable
values in the training data and k·k2 is the L2 norm. It is a modified linear
regression problem with a linear constraint for bd and bc . The regression problem
is convex and can be solved in an efficient and robust manner with convex
programming packages; the solver used in this study is elaborated in Section
4. In the upfront analysis, the model coefficients were estimated for each hour
of battery run time. In the MPC implementation, the corresponding coefficient
sets for the specific prediction horizon are used. The formulations given in (12)
and (13) are equivalent and either can be used in the control design.
Fig. 7 shows the predicted battery capacity loss with the original degradation model (left subplot) and with the simplified piece-wise linear model (right
subplot), both at a battery elapsed life time of 4300 hr. The piece-wise linear
model shows a reasonable match with the original model. Detailed error analysis was also carried out for the piece-wise linear model. The results show that
compared to the physical degradation model, the piece-wise linear model has a
root mean square percentage error of 6% and a maximum percentage error of
17% for all possible operating conditions and all the simulated hours.
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Figure 7: Battery capacity loss surface at 4300 hr. Left: original loss model. Right: linear fit
model. P d − P c: charge/discharge power normalized with the maximum rate.

4. Control Strategies
This section introduces the proposed aging-aware control approach along
with three baseline strategies. Two baseline and rule-based control strategies
are firstly presented that represent the best current practices in rule-based energy management of PV-battery systems [28] and they serve as benchmark to
evaluate the benefits of optimal control solutions. The third baseline strategy
solves a MPC problem similar to that in the proposed aging-aware control strategy but neglects the battery degradation effect, and it is useful in assessing the
benefits of considering the battery aging effect in an optimal controller.
4.1. Rule-Based Control I (RBC-I)
Fig. 8 illustrates the battery charge/discharge logic for the first baseline
strategy termed RBC-I. SOC−1 stands for the SOC in the previous time step,
PP V,max is the available PV power, P owtot is the total building electrical demand and Pg represents the power purchased from the grid. In this strategy,
the battery is only used to collect excess PV power when the building electrical
demand is lower than on-site PV generation and when the battery is not fully
charged. During high demand hours when the PV power cannot meet building
loads, power is taken from the battery to meet the load and then electricity is
purchased from the grid to satisfy the unmet load. The battery charge/discharge
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rate limits are respected. If the excess PV power is greater than the battery maximum charge rate or if battery is fully charged, the extra PV power is wasted. In
RBC-I, the minimum heating/cooling power is used that satisfies the building
temperature constraints to minimize the instantaneous HVAC power.

Figure 8: RBC-I battery charge/discharge logic.

4.2. Rule-Based Control II (RBC-II)
The second baseline control, termed RBC-II, applies the same building temperature control strategy as in RBC-I. But the battery control is slightly different and the control logic is given in Fig. 9. The battery charge/discharge
actions are dependent on the current electricity price: during off-peak hours,
the battery is charged at the highest rate Pc,max until fully charged; the energy
charged into the battery comes from excess PV power first, if there is any, and
then takes electricity from the grid. If the PV power is greater than the building
demand outside off-peak hours, no grid purchase is needed (Pg = 0) and the
RBC-II simply stores the excess PV power in the battery. If the building demand is higher than the current on-site PV generation, electricity is purchased
from the grid to meet the net demand and no charging/discharging occurs for
the battery during mid-peak hours; but during on-peak hours, the battery is
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discharged at the highest rate possible to meet the net demand. The RBC-II
logic shown in Fig. 9 is designed to accommodate tariffs with three time-ofuse rates (on-peak, mid-peak and off-peak) but can be easily modified for rate
schedules with only on- and off-peak rates by dropping the mid-peak logic.

Figure 9: RBC-II control logic.

4.3. MPC
Two MPC strategies are proposed in this study, termed MPC-I and MPCII. MPC-II seeks to solve the optimal control problem formulated in (16) to
(22), and is the optimal strategy that minimizes the total building operation
cost, including the utility cost and the battery life-cycle cost incurred in the
18

prediction horizon. MPC-I is the same as MPC-II except that MPC-I only
minimizes the utility cost without considering the cost associated with battery
degradation. MPC-I serves as a third baseline strategy to help understand the
benefit of considering battery degradation in the optimal control strategy.
Eq. (16) gives the cost function used in MPC-II, which includes the electricity energy and demand costs, gas cost, and the battery life-cycle cost. Pk =
{k, k +1, ..., k +N p−1} is the set of time indices in the prediction horizon at the
current time step k. In the case study, a 24-hr prediction horizon is considered
so N p = 24. re , rDC and rgas are the electricity energy rate ($/kWh), electricity demand charge rate ($/kW) and gas price ($/kWh), respectively. Qht is
the gas heating rate. A constant gas price of 0.03 $/kWh is used in the case
study. The first two terms in the cost function correspond to accumulated electricity energy cost and gas cost, respectively, while the third term represents the
incremental demand charge within the prediction horizon. Pth [k] is the peak
building demand that has occurred within the previous k − 1 time steps of the
current billing cycle. Thus, the demand cost term accounts for the potential
incremental demand charge attributed to the additional peak demand beyond
Pth [k] that occurs within the look-ahead horizon. The peak demand threshold
Pth [k] needs to be updated after each time step if the current action leads to a
greater peak demand, i.e., Pth [k + 1] = max(Pth [k], Pg [k]). The forth term in
the cost function represents the battery life-cycle cost associated with the predicted charge/discharge actions. The life-cycle cost is calculated based on the
simplified battery degradation model given in (13) and is jointly convex with
respect to SOC and Pd − Pc . It may be noted that the alternative formulation
given in (12) could also be used and the same results would be obtained. rLC
is the battery life-cycle cost in $/percent capacity drop. This study assumes
that a battery reaches its end of life and needs to be replaced when the capacity
drops below 70% of the nominal capacity. A typical battery cost of $450/kWh
is used, which includes costs for both equipment and site installation [29, 30].
These assumptions lead to a battery life cycle cost of $15/kWh/percent capacity
drop. The case studies consider a 3kWh battery and thus, the final battery life
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cycle cost is rLC = $45/percent capacity drop. For MPC-I, only the utility cost
(i.e., the first three terms) is considered in the cost function.
Eq. (17) to (22) list all the optimization constraints. P owtot is the total
building electrical demand including the controllable chiller power and the noncontrollable power (P ownctrl ) for plug load, lighting, etc. Eq. (18) calculates
the amount of power that needs to be purchased from the power grid, where ηc
and ηd are the battery charging and discharging efficiencies. It may be noted
that a more intuitive formulation for (18) is
Pg [i] = P owtot [i] + Pc [i]/ηc − Pd [i] · ηd − PP V [i]
0 ≤ PP V [i] ≤ PP V,max [i]

(14)
(15)

but the first inequality in (15) would compromise convexity in the overall formulation. The formulation in (18) preserves convexity by incorporating an optimal
heuristic that uses PV power as much as possible to meet the building load.
The actual PV power that is being used can be calculated as
PP V [i] = P owtot [i] + Pc [i]/ηc − Pd [i] · ηd − Pg [i].
PP V,max − PP V represents the surplus PV power that is wasted. The building
and battery dynamics in (1) to (6) are also present in the optimization constraints. Constraint (19) performs an energy balance and calculates the net
sensible cooling/heating rate provided by the HVAC system. P owf an represents the heat dissipated by the supply fan and moa is the amount of outdoor
fresh air to meet ventilation requirements. Both P owf an and moa are assumed
to be constant and the variable building cooling load is met by modulating the
chiller part load ratio. Eq. (20) is used to ensure indoor comfort where Tz,lb and
Tz,ub are time varying temperature lower and upper bounds, depending on the
occupancy status. Cooling and heating capacities are respected with constraints
(21) and (22).
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s.t.


P owtot [i] = Powch LR[i], Toa [i] + P ownctrl [i]


Pg [i] = max P owtot [i] + Pc [i]/ηc − Pd [i] · ηd − PP V,max [i], 0

(17)
(18)

Eq. (1)-(6)


Qz [i] = −LR[i] · Caprate (Toa [i])+Qht [i] + P owf an + moa Cpa Toa [i] − xz [i]
(19)
Tz,lb [i + 1] ≤ xz [i + 1] = Cx[i + 1] ≤ Tz,ub [i + 1]

(20)

0 ≤ LR[i] ≤ 1

(21)

0 ≤ Qht [i] ≤ Qht,max

(22)

The problems formulated in MPC-I and MPC-II are both convex. At each
decision step, the problems are solved with the convex programming package
CVX in Matlab [31] with the SDPT3 solver [32].
5. Case Study Results
The case studies utilize typical TOU electricity tariffs shown in Table 1. For
MPC-I and MPC-II strategies, 24-hr look-ahead horizon MPC problems are
solved at each hour (i.e., the decision step is 1-hr, which is the same as the time
step in the building model). Zone temperature lower and upper bounds assume
Tz,lb = 20.5◦ C and Tz,ub = 24.5◦ C during unoccupied periods and Tz,lb = 21.5◦ C
and Tz,ub = 23.5◦ C during occupied periods. The occupied period starts from
9am and ends at 9pm every day and the building is assumed to be unoccupied
for the rest of the time. Whole month simulations were carried out with the
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Figure 10: RBC-I simulation results, assuming a 4300-hr initial battery run time.

Figure 11: RBC-II simulation results for peak days, assuming a 4300-hr initial battery run
time.

control strategies described in Section 4. The simulations used actual weather
measurements taken in the case study building for June 2015 as external excitations. Perfect weather and internal heat gain predictions were assumed in
the MPC implementation. The battery capacity degradation rate is partially
dependent on the total elapsed life time. Three scenarios were considered assuming the simulations were started with 500-hr, 4300-hr and 17200-hr elapsed
battery life time, respectively, to investigate the impact of battery run time on
the control performance. Since the case studies only involve the cooling season,
gas costs for heating are close to zero and not included in the presented results.
Table 1: Summer TOU Tariffs with Demand Charges

Rating
period
On-peak
Mid-peak

Off-peak

Elec.
Hours
price
($/kWh)
0.108
Noon-6pm
0.089
8am12pm;6pm11pm
0.064
Other hours
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Demand
charge
19.2 $/kW
anytime
peak
demand

Figure 12: MPC-I simulation results for peak days, assuming a 4300-hr initial battery run
time.

5.1. Results for 4300-hr Initial Battery Run Time
Figs. 10 to 13 give the simulation results and Fig. 14 compares the utility
and battery life-cycle costs associated with the different strategies, for the scenario with a 4300-hr battery run time at the first simulation time step. The
top subplots show the variations of building indoor temperatures along with the
temperature upper and lower bounds. The bottom subplots depict the amounts
of energy taken from the different sources to meet the building electrical demand. Negative values represent energy charged into the battery which can be
from either grid purchase or on-site PV generation. The blue dashed curves denoted by “Peak” in the bottom subplots give the evolution of peak demands that
only account for the grid electricity purchase. The outermost profile represents
the total power demand from the case study building.
Fig. 10 gives the RBC-I simulation results for the whole month. It can
be seen that the control maintains the zone temperature at the upper comfort
bound for a majority of the time to reduce HVAC electrical energy use. The case
study considers a typical commercial building where the electrical loads are in
sync with the on-site PV generation. As a consequence, there is limited excess
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Figure 13: MPC-II simulation results, assuming a 4300-hr initial battery run time.

Figure 14: Comparison of monthly utility and battery life cycle costs for different strategies.

PV power and the battery is not used much: the battery only goes through
shallow charge/discharge cycles during a few low-demand days when redundant
PV power is available. It can also be observed that utilization of on-site PV
power can effectively reduce the peak electricity purchase from the grid. The
peak demand occurs for the days from hours 380 to 410 in the RBC-I simulation.
Fig. 11 shows the RBC-II control results for the peak days of the month. The
temperature profile is exactly the same as in RBC-I as the two RBC strategies
have identical temperature control logic and only differ in the battery charging/discharging control. In RBC-II, the battery is fully charged during off-peak
periods and is discharged within on-peak hours to reduce electricity purchase
when the price is high. The peak building loads coincide with the on-peak price
periods and the strategy leads to noticeable peak demand reduction. It should
be mentioned that the battery is always charged/discharged at constant rates
which were fine tuned in the simulation for best performance. An overly high
charge rate could cause high peak demands during off-peak period resulting in
high demand costs. With a high discharge rate, the power output from the battery would not last long enough to cover the on-peak periods while a discharge
rate of too low might not provide effective demand reduction. Based on preliminary tests, the optimal charge/discharge rates were found to be close to 60% of
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the maximum charge/discharge rates. Compared to RBC-I, the RBC-II strategy
leads to a similar energy cost but noticeable demand cost reduction (13%) via
electrical load shifting using the battery. The total utility cost is 6.5% lower than
that in the RBC-I results. However, RBC-II causes significantly higher (125%)
battery life-cycle cost due to aggressive charging/discharging of the battery. As
a consequence, the total operation cost in RBC-II is 15% higher compared to
RBC-I.
Figs. 12 and 13 give the simulation results for MPC-I and MPC-II, respectively. Only the peak day results are depicted for MPC-I since the temperature
and net demand profiles are similar to those for MPC-II. Both MPC strategies
utilize optimization to identify the optimal battery and HVAC operation schedules to minimize costs. The MPC-I seeks solutions that minimize the utility
cost only while the MPC-II considers the sum of utility cost and battery lifecycle cost within the look-ahead horizon. It can be seen that both strategies
shift loads from on-peak hours to off-peak morning periods to reduce the total
peak demand and on-peak electricity purchase, as a means to reduce the utility
cost. Both thermal and electrical load shifting can be observed: 1) during the
on-peak days such as hours 340 to 400, the building is precooled in evening and
early morning to shift the on-peak cooling energy use to off- or mid-peak hours;
2) within the peak demand days, electricity is purchased from the grid to fully
charge the battery within off-peak hours and the stored electrical energy gets
fully used during on-peak periods to reduce the on-peak electricity purchase.
Compared to RBC-I, both MPC-I and MPC-II lead to higher energy costs, but
significantly reduced demand costs, and close to 10% utility cost savings. The
electricity energy cost for MPC-II is slightly higher than MPC-I since less load
shifting occurs for the sake of battery health in MPC-II. The demand costs are
almost identical between the two MPC strategies since the two controllers operate in a similar manner during peak demand days. MPC-I provides the highest
total utility savings potential with the most aggressive load shifting.
The major difference between the simulation results for MPC-I and MPC-II
is that MPC-I leads to a full battery charge/discharge cycle for each day, since
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the controller tries to enable maximal load shifting to reduce on-peak electricity
purchase disregarding the battery degradation effect. The MPC-II, however,
only uses the battery for the high demand days. On low demand days such
as hours 130 to 180, the battery SOC is maintained constant at the minimum
level since high SOC and charging/discharging actions would cause the battery
capacity to degrade faster (see Fig. 7). The optimal strategy is able to foresee
that the additional battery life-cycle cost associated with capacity degradation
outweighs the electricity cost savings for load shifting on low demand days
and takes actions accordingly. Another observation is that the MPC-II tends
to charge the battery quickly right before the on-peak periods to reduce the
holding time at full charge, as higher SOC leads to faster battery degradation.
Due to the aggressive battery charge/discharge strategy, the battery life-cycle
cost for MPC-I is 123% higher compared to the RBC-I strategy. The MPCII is able to identify the balance between the utility cost savings and battery
capacity degradation and leads to the lowest total operation cost among the
four simulated strategies; the total operation cost for MPC-II is 3% lower than
RBC-I.

Figure 15: Cumulative battery capacity losses in the simulation month with baseline and
optimal controls; 4300-hr battery run time scenario.

It should be noted that the simplified battery degradation model was used
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in the MPC-II implementation, but the battery life-cycle costs given in the results presented for all the case studies were calculated using the original battery
capacity loss model. Fig. 15 compares the cumulative capacity losses in the simulation month with the original and simplified degradation models, and with the
two MPC strategies (battery degradation model is not used in RBC strategies).
The cumulative errors between the original and linear degradation models are
small (<2%) for MPC-I, while the cumulative errors are relatively large (<7%)
for the MPC-II strategy. That is because the MPC-I frequently charges and
discharges the battery so the operating points scatter across the whole SOC–
(Pd − Pc ) plane of Fig. 7. But the optimal controller holds the SOC at the
minimum level for a great portion of the time and the model error at that single
operating point accumulates quickly. Improvements can be made by re-fitting
the simplified degradation models with a weighted least-square cost function
with higher weights for low SOC points. But it is not done in this study since
the current paper mainly focuses on the overall methodology and the performance improvement is believed to be minor. Fig. 15 also shows that MPC-II
leads to slower battery capacity degradation and the monthly cumulative loss
is 39% lower compared to the MPC-I strategy.
Table 2: Operation cost comparisons for different scenarios

Runtime

Strategy

Cost ($)

500 hr

RBC-I

Energy
48

Demand
57.1

Battery LC
33.8

Total
138.9

4300 hr

MPC-II
RBC-I

65.8
48

30
57.1

41.8
14.3

137.6 (0.9%&)
119.4

17200 hr

MPC-II
RBC-I

65.7
48

30.5
57.1

19.6
7.4

115.8 (3%&)
112.6

MPC-II

65.5

30.7

12

108.2 (4%&)
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5.2. Impact of Battery Initial Run Time on The Control Performance
To evaluate the impact of battery run time on the control performance,
parametric simulations were carried out with initial battery run time of 500 hr,
4300 hr and 17200 hr. The three cases represent scenarios with relatively new,
moderately used and old batteries. Figs. 16 and 17 show the peak day results
for MPC-II with initial battery run time of 500 hr and 17200 hr, respectively,
while the results for 4300-hr run time are given in Fig. 13. Tab. 2 lists the
costs associated with these three scenarios. The RBC-II and MPC-I results are
not included because the results are the same as those shown in Section 5.1,
except for the battery life-cycle costs. From Tab. 2, it can be seen that used
batteries lead to lower battery life-cycle cost relative to the overall operation
cost, because the capacity loss due to SEI layer growth gets slower for batteries
with a longer elapsed life time. This is consistent with the findings reported
in [33] and it shows that second-life batteries are more economically viable for
stationary applications such as in building and PV systems. For a battery with
a 500-hr initial run time, the life cycle cost could contribute 30% of the overall
operation cost with the MPC-II strategy, while for a battery with a 17200-hr
elapsed life time, the life cycle cost is only 11% of the monthly operation cost.
It can also be observed that the cost savings potential for MPC-II becomes
higher as batteries are getting used, compared to the RBC-I strategy. That
is because the RBC-I strategy does not use the battery very often and thus,
leads to minimum battery degradation coincidentally. For newer batteries, the
RBC-I is close to optimal because the battery life-cycle cost is dominant. But
as batteries get used and the life-cycle cost contribution becomes smaller, the
trade-off between the utility cost and battery life-cycle cost changes and the
RBC-I strategy becomes sub-optimal, leading to greater savings potential.
Figs. 16 and 17 demonstrate the difference in the optimal control actions
between a relatively new battery and an used battery. It can be seen that for
a newer battery with a 500-hr elapsed life time, the optimal control tends to
precool the building more aggressively during the peak demand days for deeper
thermal storage utilization and reduced battery usage, due to the high battery
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life-cycle cost. For the case with a relatively used battery, it is less costly to
charge/discharge the battery and the building thermal storage is utilized less
aggressively. Fig. 18 compares the cumulative energy charged into the battery
for the three different battery initial run time. It can be clearly observed that
the battery with a greater elapsed life time gets used more aggressively, due to
the slower capacity degradation rate.

Figure 16: MPC-II simulation results for peak days, assuming a 500-hr initial battery run
time.

6. Conclusion
This paper presented an aging-aware MPC strategy for buildings with onsite PV power generation and battery storage. The strategy incorporates a
control-oriented battery degradation model which is developed off-line based on
degradation data generated with a physically-based capacity loss model. Because the SEI capacity loss is dependent on charge/discharge strategy and also
the elapsed battery life time, the control model consists of a set of convex and
piece-wise linear sub-models for all the possible decision time steps in a battery’s
life time. A MPC problem was formulated that considers the explicit trade-off
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Figure 17: MPC-II simulation results for peak days, assuming a 17200-hr initial battery run
time.

between the building utility cost and the battery life-cycle cost attributed to capacity degradation. Heuristics from optimal control analysis were incorporated
to convexify the MPC problem, which was then solved with a convex programming package at each decision step to obtain the optimal control solution. To
quantify the benefits of the proposed control method, three baseline strategies
were also proposed: the RBC-I strategy calls for minimum HVAC operation
that satisfies comfort constraints and only uses the battery to collect redundant
PV power; the RBC-II strategy includes the same logic for temperature control
but applies an active load shifting logic that fully charges the battery during
off-peak price periods and discharges during high-price periods to meet building
loads; the MPC-I strategy adopts the proposed optimal control approach but
neglects the battery life-cycle cost in the objective function.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed control strategy, a commercial building case study was considered and whole month simulations were carried out with the various control strategies. Test results have shown that RBC-II
and MPC-I are both effective in reducing the utility cost, but lead to significantly increased battery life-cycle cost due to aggressive charging/discharging,
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Figure 18: Cumulative battery charge for different initial battery run time, with MPC-II.

compared to the RBC-I strategy. The MPC-II is able to find the balance and
to effectively reduce the utility cost with moderate battery degradation cost
increase. As a consequence, the overall operation cost for MPC-II is lowest
among the considered strategies. The battery degradation rate is dependent on
the elapsed life time of a battery in addition to the charge/discharge actions.
To understand the impact of battery life stage on the control performance, control simulations were performed with different initial battery run time. Results
showed that the capacity loss rate for older batteries is slower than newer batteries, resulting in lower battery life-cycle cost relative to the overall operation
cost. The optimal control actions also change with the battery life time and
tend to utilize the electrical storage more aggressively for older batteries to
shift electrical loads. Improved control is recognized as one of the most costeffective energy efficiency measures in buildings when the control infrastructure
is in place. The proposed control strategy is effective in increasing the value of
behind-the-meter PV-battery assets and could help further promote renewable
energy utilization in buildings.
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